regions; eventually, however, centric regions may separate, yielding sister chromatid "ski pairs" (Mole-Bajer, 1958; reviewed in Miyazaki and Orr-Weaver, 1994).
1998; Toth et al., 1999). Establishment of effective in-
In the course of this analysis, we also found that AT/ GC composition oscillates regularly, along the chromotersister connections is intimately linked to the replication process, temporally and/or functionally (Furuya et some, with periodicity of about 15 kb, in correlation with cohesin binding. This periodicity likely corresponds to al., 1998; Uhlmann and Nasmyth, 1998; Skibbens et al., 1999) . Cohesins remain on the chromosomes until the the AT-queue of the chromosome axis (Saitoh and Laemmli, 1993) . Yeast chromosomes also exhibit a time of chromosome segregation, whereupon at least much of the protein is removed (Michaelis et al., 1997).
larger ‫05ف‬ kb periodicity of base composition isochores (Sharp and Lloyd, 1993; Dujon, 1996) that are likely analSister chromatids are known to be connected by topological interlinks, and full sister separation requires topoogous to the R and G bands of mammalian chromosomes. We suggest that these two features contribute isomerase II activity; whether interlinks are involved in establishment of sister chromatid cohesion and/or faithcombinatorially to structural and functional organization along chromosome arms. ful sister separation remains to be determined (Miyazaki and Orr-Weaver, 1994) .
We were interested to know how cohesins interact with chromosomes with regard to the sequence of the Results DNA and the overall organization of the chromosomes, and whether/how these features change during chromoThe Experimental System To monitor the relative distribution of cohesins, or any some morphogenesis. We report here the analysis of cohesin distribution along an entire yeast chromosome other chromosomal protein of interest, along a whole yeast chromosome, we modified existing protocols for (III) using an extension of chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP). Cohesins bind preferentially to genetically chromatin immunoprecipitation (Hecht et al., 1996) so that the immunoprecipitated DNA can be radiolabeled defined positions along the chromosomes, with increased abundance in and around the centromere, and and used as a probe in a hybridization experiment rather than, as in the standard protocol, as a template for PCR. with differential behaviors of centric and arm regions as the cell cycle progresses.
ChIP probe is hybridized to a membrane containing an complete representation with commercially available, well-characterized DNA primers, it was necessary that the sequence of each fragment overlapped at its termini nonspecific background (i.e., DNA that is immunoprewith fragments representing adjacent positions on the cipitated via nonspecific associations with the agarose chromosome (median degree of overlap between adjabeads used for immunoprecipitation). For example, in cent fragments, 480 bp).
the control experiment shown in Figure 2B , total signal In a typical experiment ( Figure 1A) , a 1 l culture conintensity, normalized to the number of cells used, was taining 1-2 10 10 yeast cells expressing the epitope-20% of the total ChIP signal obtained with the tagged tagged protein of interest was subjected to formaldeMcd1/Scc1. Correspondingly, the theoretical minimal hyde cross-linking. After collection by centrifugation, value for the signal (i.e., the possibly lowest value for a cells were lysed by glass beads, and DNA was sheared valley) is 0.2, assuming that the intensity of hybridization by sonication (average size ‫005ف‬ bp, range 100-2000 signals is proportional to the amount of DNA used as a bp). Protein-bound DNA was obtained via immunopreprobe. Nonspecific background will also tend to decipitation with tag-specific antibody, purified, radiolacrease the peaks (by increasing the sum of signals). beled by random priming, and hybridized to the memThus, for two reasons, the actual differences in signal brane containing the chromosome III fragments (e.g., intensity between peaks and valleys are somewhat Figure 1B , left). The hybridization signal for each fraggreater than they appear. ment was determined. Then, to permit ready compariControl experiments establish that the differences obsons among different experiments, the hybridization sigserved in this analysis represent bona fide signals correnal for each fragment was expressed as a fraction of sponding to Mcd1/Scc1 localization. First, when the the sum of the signals from all fragments on the same standard procedure was performed on an isogenic filter. As a control for variations in hybridization intensity strain expressing no tagged protein, the hybridization unrelated to the ChIP enrichment, a sample of sheared signals were essentially identical to those obtained from DNA was removed prior to immunoprecipitation, lathe total DNA control sample (1 Ϯ 0.12, Figure 2B ). Thus, beled, and hybridized in parallel with the ChIP sample enrichment for a specific sequence in our assay can to an identical filter (e.g., Figure 1B, a different genetic background (W303, Figure 3A) . The itself will tend to produce this type of pattern even in the case of binding restricted to a short DNA sequence. patterns for the two strains did differ consistently in a few places. Those places were usually in close proximity Spreading of the signal can arise due to the terminal overlap in sequence among filter-bound fragments to the sites of documented sequence differences between the two strain backgrounds (e.g., Ty element in-(above) and/or because a fraction of sheared fragments will contain sequences contained in fragments adjacent sertions or excisions, Figure 1C ). Fourth, signal intensity varies directly with the abundance of the sequence in the to that containing an actual binding site. Nonetheless, some of the ‫32ف‬ peaks comprise more than three fragsample as shown by the fact that fragments containing repetitive sequences such as Ty elements give much ments and thus span a distance (from valley to valley) greater than can be accounted for by the overlap bemore intense signals in the total DNA control hybridization than do other fragments along the chromosome tween the filter-bound fragments or extra long sheared fragments. Thus, the possibility that Mcd1/Scc1 binding (e.g., Figure 1B The long-range and short-range base composition bihowever, in a broad ‫05ف‬ kb zone centered on minimal ases are apparently superimposed upon one another CEN3. S. cerevisiae centromeres may thus be structur-(compare Figure 5A to Figure 5B ). This opens the intrially analogous to eukaryotic centromeres, which comguing possibility that chromosome organization, strucprise DNA segments of 40-100 kb in S. pombe, or more tural and functional, might be determined by a comin higher eukaryotes, and usually contain repetitive elements (reviewed in Karpen and Allshire, 1997; Murphy binatorial process involving interplay between both elements, with additional inputs from more specific deAs more proteins are analyzed by this method, in combination with genetic manipulation and genomic analyterminants such as centromeres and telomeres. Cohesins appear to respond only to the short-range fluctuasis, a more complete picture of functional domains and determinants of chromosomes and the interrelationtions; other chromosome structure proteins might respond only to isochores or to both determinants.
ships among different functions should emerge. 
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